
Henley Pumas (304-3) beat Hurley U9s (201-7) 

 

The sun made a welcome appearance at a busy Henley ground on Sunday morning, and a young 

Hurley U9 team, with no fewer than seven debutants, put on a creditable display against much 

bigger and more experienced opponents.  

 

Hurley's preparations suffered a blow on Saturday evening, when Ella Dyson broke her wrist. 

We will miss Ella's experience and enthusiasm, and we all wish her a speedy recovery.  

 

Into the breach boldly stepped Thomas Mennie, diverted from his way to training at Hurley. He'll 

be part of our squad from now on, and deserves great credit for answering the call.  

 

Hannah Dawkins passed her first test of captaincy by winning the toss, and she put Henley in to 

bat on a heavy pitch still recovering from the damp spring. The bowlers - many of them still only 

three weeks into learning the art - all tried hard and did well, especially since the ball tended to 

stop in the pitch. Luca Emanuel and Lachlan Nye deserve special mention for taking the opening 

and closing overs.  

 

Even better was the fielding: minds on the job, eyes on the ball, some authentic long barriers, 

attentive backing up and a brilliantly opportunistic run-out made possible by Emanuel's throw 

and completed by keeper Christina Cooper. Great stuff.  

 

Batting proved difficult against disciplined Henley bowling, but we stuck to the task. Nye, 

Connor Botha, Louis Swinburne-Johnson, Alastair Eltringham and the captain herself all made 

runs, and there were a couple of stolen overthrows too, which shows cricket brains at work. A 

couple of sharply taken catches dented our score, but anything better than break-even is good for 

a first attempt. Henley are a strong team and thoroughly deserved their win,  but I am very proud 

of Hurley's performance. Well done.  

 

Thanks to Graham Day and the Henley club for a warm welcome and an enjoyable occasion, to 

Trevor for umpiring, Matt for scoring and to all the Hurley parents and families who came along 

to support.  

 

Training as usual this Sunday and next, and plenty we can work on before we entertain Kidmore 

End on Wednesday 5 June.  

 

Hurley: H. Dawkins (c), L. Nye, L. Emanuel, C. Cooper (w), F. Heggie, T. Mennie, L. 

Swinburne-Johnson (w), A. Wood, C. Botha, A. Eltringham 


